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OPERATIONS CHIEF REPORT FOR 092820
MCDANIEL, JEFFREY J
SEP-29-2020 (TUE.)

On 092820 I was assigned as the Operations Chief for events in Portland.
At 2100 about 60-70 people had gathered in Kenton Park, and some shields were present with members of
the crowd. Ground units went into the park to remove shields and other weapons before the event could
move to the PPA. At 2110 the group moved north through the park, and they stopped at the north side at
2114. Several shields were collected during this time. By 2116 ground units moved back to the south end of
the park. At 2121 a custody was taken. At 2135 ground units disengaged, and as usual multiple bottles were
thrown at officers as well as a wrench.
At 2143 the sound truck gave announcements for people to stay out of the street, as they did not have a
permit. The warnings included force and arrest warnings. At 2153 the final squad, who was providing
security for a traffic stop, disengaged.
At 2157 the group started marching toward the PPA. For the most part the group stayed on the sidewalk.
At 2212 the group arrived at the PPA. At 2213 the sound truck gave announcements that the sidewalk in
front of the PPA was also closed. At 2217 the group was in the street and on the sidewalk in front of the
PPA, so ground units moved in. Multiple custodies were taken. At 2250 the groups disengaged. At 2252
ground units re-engaged, and took more custodies. At 2307 ground units disengaged again, and multiple
water bottles were thrown at officers as they left.
At 2308 the sound truck made more announcements to stay out of the street and off teh sidewalk next to the
PPA. At 2325 ground units re-engaged and took more custodies. At 2330 several officers were hit with bear
spray from a member of the crowd, and a MFF Sgt. was punched in the face several times.
At 2331 an unlawful assembly was declared. At 2332 the sound truck gave the unlawful assembly
announcements, and told the group to disperse to the north. Force and arrest warnings were also included.
At 2339 ground units pushed north to disperse the crowd and several rocks, and bottles were thrown at
officers. A custody was taken at 2342. At 2350 the ground units disengaged.
At 0001 ground units re-engaged and took more custodies, and more custodies at 0010. Pepper spray was
used during this batch of custodies due to aggression from the crowd.
At 0032 the sound truck gave more announcements, of the unlawful assembly and to leave to the north. At
0110 ground units disengaged from the crowd.
At 0123 ground units were demobed after the crowd dispersed.
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